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clone: A group of organisms that have 

been derived from a single parental 

organism by asexual reproduction and 

are thus genetically identical ••• 

In the case of mammals, any body cell 

may be induced to begin embryonic 

development, but must soon be implanted 

in the uterus of a female. 
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-- Dictionary of Biology, 

1983. 
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PROLOGUE 

In the early 195Os the first successful clones of 

a man were made. These human replicas started as a few 
cells from the arm of a young geneticist named Paul CLAMAN. 

They were born from the wombs of women who were sterile 

and wanted to bear children by the only means open to 

them, artificial insemination. They would never know the 

nature of the real "father". 

Ostensibly to verify the safeness of artificial 

insemination, follow-up studies were conducted on the 

children as they grew to adulthood. In truth, someone 
wanted desperately to prove something crucial about the 

human personality: that we are fated, as tight as a 

straight-jacket, to the program of our genes •••• 
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THE STORY 

(PRESENT DAY) 

In a lecture ·room of a private Research Institute, 

a small group of apprehensive and deadly serious government 

advisors and intelligence men have assempled for a briefing 

on a shocking and unforseen unveiling of scientific 

evidence. 

They pay rapt attention as one of the Institute's head 

scientists, William CULP, begins the briefing. First he 

introduces another man, a bitter and aging geneticist . 

named CLAMAN. A dramatic pause, and then, a slide show--

A face fills the screen-- the face of Claman as an · 

ambitious young man. Another face takes its place-- the 

same face, but with a different name. A slow series of 

faces follows-- eaeh the same face, yet each with a ~ew 

name ••• and a crucial difference. Culp's narration 

tells the story of each individual, carefully explaining 

how the lives and personalities of eadh~have turned out 

to duplicate, with uncanny accuracy, the life and person

ality of their one, and only, ancestor: Claman. 

Despite the fact that they have grown up in widely 

different parts of the country, in contrasting homes, 

each has become like Claman. We have been MOVING IN CLOSER 

on Claman himself. He : is.grimacing noticeably, betraying 

a suppressed agony as he listens to Culp's cold, clinical 

analysis, an analysis he has heard too many times be~ore: 
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that Claman at their•~ge was self-centered, aggressive, 

and aloof; that he became isolated and frustrated; and 

that he finally took it out on his wife, who divorced 

him~ One of the clones, JACK ·, is expected to do 

precisely the same thing shortly with his wife. This is 

clearly striking a raw nerve in Claman. 

: . - -Culp starts a second set of slides now-- several 

younger clones in their teens, born a decade later, 

expanding the follow-up study to confirm its conclusion ..• 

Claman snaps. He knocks over a chair as he barges 

out of the room in a fury. Silence. The government 

men are troubled enough over this bizarre information 

without having to wonder what that outburst was all about. 

Culp excuses himself for a moment. 

Culp catches up to Claman in the elevator and stops 

it between floors. Claman is seething, and having trouble 

breathing. He accuses .Culp and all the others on the 

project of hating the clones, of ridiculing them like a 

freak show. Culp tells him he's crazy, and to calm down 

for the benefit of his bad heart. After some prodding, 

Claman confesses that no, it is he himself who hates 

the clones. He had loved them at first, watching from 

afar as they grew up, but the more he sa~ himself in them, 

the more he began to despise them. Through them, he had 

been forced to take a hard cold look at himself, and he 

didn't like what he saw. He hated himself. He hated his 

selfish, unloving self. He can't stand it any more, 
watching them repeat his fate like clockwork. 

Culp is moved by the confession, but mostly he's 

worried that Claman may try to interfere and mess up the 
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experiment at this most crucial time-- crucial because 

the government is now cautiously undertaking its own 

independent study of the clones for objective verification 

of the experiment's conclusions, before they decide about 

making,, the knowledge public. This has been Culp' s project 

for thirty years, and his sharp warning makes it clear 

that -he · will stop at nothing to prevent Claman from 

interfering. 

At Jack's home, he is fighting with his Wife. 

Jack is a lower-level executive trying! to get ahead 

at the expense of others. People have learned to distrust 

and steer clear of him. He has just been fired and he 

blames it on his wife for taking up too much of his 

attention. He hardly seems to care that she is pregnant 

and facing the trauma of an abortion. Their argument 

escalates until he strikes her. That's the last straw; 

she leaves him for good, insisting on an immediate divorce. 

Later ... Jack sits at home alone, stunned. He begins 

to weep. Culp arrives. Jack has grown to know Culp as 

a fatherly confidant over the twenty years he's been 

keeping tabs on Jack for the artificial insemination 

follow-up study. Jack pours his heart out to Culp. 

He is very dissatisfied with himself. He knows something 

is wrong but can't figure it out. 

Back at Culp's office, Claman arrives and demands 

to see the latest report on Jack. Culp reluctantly gives 

it to him. As Claman reads it, we know something is going 
to blow .•• 

Someone follows Claman as he ,heads for a meeting he 

has just arranged with the mystified Jack. He slyly eludes 

the pursuer - and arrives at the secluded rendezvous. 
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Jack's first shock is to come face to face with 

an older version of himself, and then to learn further 

that there are other copies of Jack scattered across 

the continent. Jack is outraged that such a thing 

could have been done in secret. Then Claman, unleashing 

the full force of his loathing at Jack, tells of the 

experiment's conclusion, that Jack is doomed to become 

exactly what Claman has become: a miserable, resentful,

lonely man who spent his life caring only for himself 

and missing everything that real living and loving can 

offer. The experiment proves it; Jack and his doubles 

are pre-programmed. 

Jack is devastated. In this moment of illumination 

he sees himself with a frightening clarity. He feels in 

his bones that this knowledge is changing him; that he 

will never be able to return to his old ways. Claman 

simply scoffs and goads him on to prove it. Though 

beneath his contempt we can detect a desperate plea 
for Jack to really prove the experiment wrong, to some
how redeem them both. 

The confrontation has pushed Claman to the edge of 

another heart attack, but he haltingly continues to 

explain that now is a critical point for the experiment. 

It has just recently been revealed to the government, as 

proof once and for all that antisocial behavior (like 

Claman's selfishness) is genetically inherited. And, 

therefore, controllable. The experiment will be classified 

information until government agents have made their own 
tests to substantiate the Institute's conclusion. A major 

factor in these covert tests will be this: In the life 

of each clone they will carefully contrive a dramatic 

crisis in which the clone must choose between his ewn 
self-interest, or self-sacrifice for the good of all. 
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If Jack can find the other clones and act on them 

as a catalyst for change-- just as Jack contends Claman 

has done to him-- then the Institute's conclusion would 

be negated. 

Claman doesn't really believe that Jack can do it, 

but through his coughing and shaking he tosses Jack a 
list of the other clones' identities and biographies. 
There are eight in all, four of them teenagers, listed 
in the order they, will be tested. Jack is not sure 

what he can do, but he is going to meet with one of 

these other clones. 

Claman goes into spasms and dies. Jack looks long 

and hard at the lifeless body of this miserable old man. 

His future self? Or not? 

The first clone to be secretly tested happens to be 
one of the younger ones, ABE, an- egotistical teenager 

from a middle class single-mother family in a midwestern 

town. He is resentful of his peers, and one reason is 
his envy of their having fathers. He worships his unkown 

father. 

Jack arrives in town and waits for Abe as he walks 

home from school. Just as Jack is about to reveal himself, 

Culp drives up and almost sees Jack. Jack watches Culp 
drive off with Abe like it was a memory from his own 

past, only now his friend and confidant has turned into 

a sinister monster. 

Finally Jack meets Abe and presents himself as Abe's 
long lost father. The uncanny resemblance leaves no room 

for doubt. Abe 1s thrilled; he-wants to tell the world. 

It's tricky to get h~m to accept that Jack can't stay and 
that Abe must keep this a secret. 



A few father-to-son talks seem sufficient to 

dramatically influence Abe's attitude. It's exactly 

the kind of jolt he needed. But only the government 

'test' will say for sure, and Jack doesn't know what 

form it will take. 

Now the government psychologists descend on Abe's 

home and it's too hot for Jack to stick around. 
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In school, one of the classmates that Abe has been 

feuding with gets falsely accused of causing a dangerous 

accident that was actually caused by Abe. Abe first 

gloats over it, then hesitates, r.emembering his talk 

with his 'father'. He turns himself in. His classmates 

suddenly have a new respect for him, a side effect Abe 

hadn't ~ven reckoned on. 

Jack doesn't know if Abe has passed his test. To 

find out, he follows Culp and his men, who have been 

observing the tests. He evesdrops and learns that yes, 

Abe passed the test. Culp is bewildered. 

I 

Jack also learns that Culp belongs to a society for 

eugenic science-- the science of improving human beings 

by controlling the selection of parents. This Society 

is becoming a strong political .lobby with the federal 

government, and the results of this experiment, regardless 

of its ethicalness, could give them a lot of clout. 

Jack shudders at the thought. From their conversation 

is becomes clear that to disprove the experiment, there 
must be a similar change in four out of the eight clones. 
That leaves three more •••• 

The next three will be all Jack's age. First in line 
is BILL, a rich snob in Texas who lucked into his money. 
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He believes that what~ver he gets he deserves because 

he's a cut above everybody else anyway. But although 

he has everything he wants, he is feeling a great sense 
of dissatisfaction these days. 

Jack sneaks into Bill ~s estate, narrowly missing 

detection. He finds Bill alone and reveals himself--

Bill is struck dumb by the horror of recognition. 

Jack finds himself equally stunned-- it is like his 

mirror image has come alive before his eyes. Finally 

Jack is able to blurt out the bizarre truth. He explains 

with increasing agitation how Bill is destined to become 

a miserable old man unless he stops caring only for 

himself. But Bill is reacting differently than Jack did; 

too freaked out to think ~learly, he's convinced that he's 

going nuts. He denies what he sees and rushes out. And 

before Jack can find a way to follow, Bill ' s wife MARION 

enters with a crisis of her own. 

Jack believes that Marion's crisis may be Bill's test, 

so he fills in for Bill. Marion, thinking Jack is her 

husband, tells him she is pregnant and pleads with him 

to reconsider their prior agreement not to have children, 

which Bill had always been steadfast about. ·.Jack says 

it's alright. Marion is overwhelmed with gratitude. 

She gets intimate, and although Jack is finding himself 

powerfully attracted to her, he must graciously extri~ate 

himself. 

Suddenly Culp and two men arrive. Jack hides. They 

seem to be looking for something. Marion, of course, is 

used to Culp's spor.adic visits as part of Bill's lifelong 

follow-up study. While Jack is hiding, he again overhears 
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Culp and his · men, who _think they are alone. We learn 

that the real test for Bill was not with his wife, but 

is with a court case that he is testifying in at this 

very moment. Jack had reached Bill too late. What's . 

more, they now suspect that Jack is on the loose trying 

to foul up the experiment. From now on they will be 

carefully guarding the clones from any interference, 

and actively searching for Jack. 

In court-- A poor little man has been suckered by 

Bill's company and· is suing. ,. Bill knows his lawyers 

have got him off the hook as usual. But as the verdict 

is about ·ta be announced, the shaken Bill is having new

found moral qualms. We recognize one of the government 

agents in the audience: 

Bill is disoriented from his 'hallucination' and 

something is happening with him. He stops the proceedings 

and writes the little man a check for the full amount of 

damages asked for. Everyone is aghast. Bill, for the 

first time in , his life, finds himself with a new feeling 

of satisfaction. 

Jack finds Bill alone again. Bill is ready to believe 

anything now-- "Jesus, you really are real, aren't you?" 

He soaks in Jack's story with amazement, and with a serious 

commitment to a new lease on life equal to Jack's. 

But Jack is afraid to go any further. It's too risky 

now. These guys mean business; who knows what they might 

do if they caught them in the act. 

Now it is Bill's ardor that takes over. He supports 

Jack's plan and bolsters Jack's courage. They must stop 

this conspiracy, and they must prove to themselves without 

question that their collective personality can be redeemed. 
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Bill wants to help but there's too much suspicion to 

take part directly, so he makes a suggestion. Marion 
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is a makeup artist for a movie studio. Disguised by 

her handiwork, it will be far simpler to get to the last 

two clones. 

They don't want to tell Marion, so Jack must again 

pretend to be Bill and devise a convincing story to get 

Marion to sculpt him a new face. As she works on him, 

the affection between them grows all the more. 

Next on the list is CECIL, a hardened dope-dealer in 

California. There are more close calls getting to him 

because of Culp ~s intensified surveillance, but Jack 

manages to get to Cecil when he's alone. 

Instead of revealing the truth, Jack appears to Cecil 

as a drug-induced manifestation of Cecil's guilty 

conscience. Cecil is powerfully affected by this "vision" 

of his alter ego. 

Cecil's 'test' takes the form of a heroin deal where 

he could make a fortune on some bad drugs (planted by 

government agents). Instead he dumps the drugs and 

begins a forceful personal crusade to rehabilitate the 

junkies he knows. 

Before going on tb the fourth and hopefully last clone, 

Jack returns to Bill's town to get his help. As the two 

are about to meet again, Culp's men close in ••. 

In a tragic moment of mistaken identity, Bill is murdered. 

Culp thinks they have liquidated Jack. Jack is again 

mistaken for Bill by both Marion and Culp. Culp leaves 

him with Marion. 
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Jack is in a precarious emotional state. As things calm 

down, he realizes he can maintain this ruse and have 

permanent refuge in the arms of Marion. He realizes 

how ruthless these men are and how dangerous it would 

be for him to venture from this lucky, though tragic, 

security. 

But-- he chooses to go on to the ~ast clone. He 

can't let these men get away with their scheme. Besides, 

they won't be expecting him if they think he's dead. 

If he makes it, he will return to Marion, who seems to 

be growing stronger these days, and tell her the whole 

story. Maybe he feels that through Marion he can make 

up for what happened with his own wife. 

DEAN is the last clone, on a small Quaker farm. For 

some time he has been at odds with his fundamentalist 

religious upbringing. Jack finds him alone. We needn't 

see the meeting, for when we see Dean again, he seems like 

he's had a religious conversion. Hii spritual convictions 

have been renewed with vigour • . We know he will pass his 

'test'. 

Jack leaves the farm elated-- he's done itr But his 

elation is short-lived--

Jack is spotted by Culp's men. He tries to pretend 

he is Dean but it doesn't work. Culp realizes the previous 

identity mixup with Bill. Jack is caught. 

Marion is informed that Bill has been killed in an 

accident. This is a terrible blow to her just when their 

marriage was starting to work again. Although she's 

always been weak willed, this time she doesn't collapse 
into a puddle of jelly. She's angry. She wants answers. 
She wants to act. 
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Jack manages to es~ape. We are treated to an 

exciting chase sequence .•. 
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Having eluded his pursuers for the moment, Jack 

reaches Marion and tells her the whole story. As you 

can imagine, it's an awful lot to adjust to-- but she 

deals with it straight on. The bottom line is she's 

loyal to Jack as her surrogate husband, and willing to 

help him. {In a sense their relationship, for both of 

them, is an act of posthumous redemption for Bill.) 

Mysteriously; the hunt for Jack is called off. Why? 

We watch as the government research agents are 

one by one ruthlessly murdered by Culp's men, and all 

their test results are destroyed. 

Clues are planted to frame Jack as the enraged killer 

of those who would use his life as an experiment. 

Now the FBI is after Jack. It couldn't get much worse. 

Fugitives from the law, Jack and Marion head for 'the 

headquarters of the Eugenic Science Society in a last ditch 

effort to prove Jack's innocence. Jack is disguised. 

They arrive at a small, uridistinguished building . in: a 

small, undistinguished town. As they consider how to get 

in they spot a man who looks like Jack heading for the 

entrance. He is the one remaining clone Jack's age, ELI, 

a punk turned petty mobster. He has been recently recruited 

by the Society to do some of its dirty work, and that's 

all he knows about them. 
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They talk to Eli .. Jack removes his disguise and 

Eli is treated to the same shock they've all had-- only .· 

this time it 1 s not to produce a character change, it 1 s 

_ _ to quickly_enlisx . his aid. When Eli hears how his life 

has been a setup, by the very people he is working for, 

he gets really pissed and they play on that-- how about 

getting revenge by helping Jack infiltrate them? You bet! 

Eli switches clothing and>. identifica tion with Jack. 

Jack goes inside. Eli and Marion wait. 

Suddenly the fBI are all around them! They think Eli 

is Jack. Eli instinctively flees and the FBI chases. 

An agent is killed by Eli during the chase. They 

corner hLm •· in a building and call in the SWAT team. 

Meanwhile, by slipping past the staff inside the 

gloomy, almost deserted Society headquarters, Jack:discovers two 

. alarming facts. One, that the Society's true plan is 

to one day have America dominated by their offspring, 

ruled by their genes. And second, that there are another 
' 

two batches of clones held in 'reserve•, undisclosed to 

the government. They can present a new batch and still 

prove their theory. 

But the most startling thing about these other clones 

is this: one batch are Claman-clones like Jack, and the 

other batch are females-- copies of Marion! Marion herself 

is a clone! The biographical information says that Marion 

and her 'clone-sisters' were cloned from a woman whose main 

characteristic was cowardice, and the clones are following 

neatly in her footsteps. 

Marion a coward? Not any more she isn 1 t. By facing 

this crisis she has transformed herself into a brave and 
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committed woman despite her fears. Without even knowing 

it, Jack has been a catalyst ~f change for Marion as well; 

as she, in turn, could be a catalyst .to her 'sisters' ••. 

Jack has the code key for the Society's computer, and 

therefore has access to all their status reports on the 

clones. 

Outside, Jack finds Marion and she tells him Eli , is 

cornered. Nearby the police snipers get into positon. 

Since the two men have switched ID, here again Jack has 

a way au~, a final chance of refuge, by pretending to be 

his double Eli, after Eli himself is killed in Jack's place. 

Marion thinks he must do it this time. Let is happen. 

Their situation is so desperate, the stakes are so high. 

Jack teaters on the edge of decision. Should he give up? 

Can he tell Marion what he's discovered? If he lets it 

happ~n, everything he has stood for will be negated. He 

can think now only of serving the widest good. He can't 

help himself, this is what he must do. 

Marion is terrified, but she's with him all the way. 

She looks at Jack with love and admiration. 

"You're not like Bill," she says. 

"Yes," he says, leaping into view of the FBI men, 

"I am." 

Jack distracts the FBI away from Eli. Marion and Jack 

:flee again. 

Soon they are on the road and Jack is disguised again. 

Where will they go? ~ow Jack tells Marion everything he 

has just discovered. 
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It hits her like & sledge hammer. It sinks in like 

a lead weight. They know where they are heading. They 

are heading for the new batch of clones. They will both 

try . once more, with even greater resolve, and with each 

other's love and help, to awaken the new clones and 

defeat the Society's plot. 

"I don't know how this will end," says Jack, "but I 

do know one thing-- I have never felt so alive in my life." 
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SERIES STORY ELEMENTS 

"The Catalyst" would be lik.e "The Fugitive", but 

taken a big step further. 

Sach episode focuses on Jae~ and Marion's interaction 

with one new clone (a clone of either Jack or of Maribn) 
while at the same time they elude the FBI and Culp. 

Since Jack. is · privy to the Society's computer status : ·· 

updates on the clones, he k.nows the most opportune times 

to visit them. 

Each episode should include a touching breakthrough 

by a clone, or at least a premonition of one. 

Jack may insist on not involving the clone again in 

any way after his or her particular episode, for their 

own good and for the secrecy of his mission. 

Culp and his men lie in waiting to murder Jack an~ 

Marion, while the FBI want to catch Jack but never know 

where he's heading next. These may seem insurmountable 

odds for Jack and Marion, but remember-- they travel 

disguised, by Marions handiwork as a makeup artist. So 

they are really only in danger when they purposely expose 

their real identities in order to affect the clones. 

Because of this use of disguises, there are only rare 
times when identical clones must appear together in the 
same scene. 

Dean, the clone, may also be part of a continuing 

subplot if they choose to use his farm as a "safe house". 



CONTINUING CHARACTERS 
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JACK 

The primary catalyst. Totally committed to gett;ng 

the job done~ reaching and 'converting' the clones. 

Sure, he's saving the world from an insidious threat, 

but the reason he's doing it is because he's "high" on 

it-- each new danger, each new crisis, each new victory, 

. increases his exhilaration, his love, and his aliveness. 

Serving the clones is his most powerful self-expression. 
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MARION 

A young woman with a newly discovered boldness, ,, 

resolution, and drive to act on what she knows is right. 

It : seems - like only yesterday she was a coward, afraid to 

take risks, and there are still moments when she . suddenly 

backslides into her old patterns. Her courage must be 

chosen and renewed over and over again. 

She is also pregnant; perceptively more so with each 

episode, until by the end of the season she will be ready 

to give birth. (Perhaps there might be some question as 

to the nature of the baby.) As her shape and balance 

changes she bears it well and is surprisingly adroit at 

· coping with danger and narrow escapes. 

Ironically, she is a clone who is zealously concerned with 

natural care and birth:of. her child. 
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CULP 

~A German in his 50s with an overriding concern for 

his own mortality. He is fanatically committed to his 

Society's plan for propagating their own 'superior' genes. 

But this is combined with his equally obsessive concern 

with his own health and survival; with being a paragon 

of perfect fitness, and in seeking ways to delay the 

inevitable. Consfquently his committment to the Society's 

master plan stops short of any risk to himself. There 

are situations where Culp will back down while Marion and 

Jack will not. 

There are several secret clones of Culp himself, now 

in their late twenties and leading normal lives. He loves 

them like sons and finds ways to keep in touch with them, 

but it breaks his heart that he can't tell them who he is, 

or who th~y are. All records of them are carefully coded 

and guarded. Will Jack discover them, too? 



FBI AGENT 

Behind his air -.of detachment: , he is loaded with 

curiosity. 
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He knows something of Jack's apparent murder-motive: 

revenge for their experimentation with his life. But 

all the details are classified information and he wants 

Jack alive to find out more from him. 

So when Jack is cornered, this guy usually goes in 

for the capture personally, and if it happens to come 

down to a case of either shooting Jack or letting him 

escape, his expert marksmanship may lapse momentarily. 




